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Dear Friends, 

Welcome to the 24th Society for Phenomenology and Media Conference, our first on site 
conference since 2019. We hope that The Ware Center at Millersville University and the city of 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania are a welcoming place for you this week. The Society wishes to thank 
Dean Ieva Zake and the Millersville University College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences, 
as well as University Provost Gail E. Gasparich, for support and resources for this conference. 

As in past years, scholars share presentations in one room so we can hear all papers, ask 
questions, provide feedback, and develop theme-based conversation throughout the three-day 
conference. We invite you to several conference sponsored social events to become more 
acquainted and share conversation. We also have online presentations each morning for our 
members who could not attend this year’s conference in person. Please see the program and 
download Voov to listen and participate. We hope you have time to join our online sessions as 
your schedule allows. 

The image on the front cover of our 2023 program is a double barn door with a keystone 
masonry arch at the top. This image is located on the outside back wall of the Fulton Theatre 
next store to The Ware Center. I chose this image to represent this year’s conference for two 
reasons. First, barns are part of the rich agricultural and cultural history of Lancaster County. 
The second is the “key” stone (keystone) in the middle of the masonry arch.  A “keystone” is an 
architecture term that refers to the central, wedge-shaped stone in an arch, which holds all of 
the other stones in place. Pennsylvania uses this window arch in much of its architecture in 
Lancaster and in the state. Pennsylvania is also known as the “Keystone State” because it 
geographically connects the Northern states to the Southern states. Metaphorically, the Society 
for Phenomenology and Media acts as a keystone that connects media and phenomenological 
and philosophical thinking of all kinds for study and contemplation. Let us adopt this as our 
conference theme this week, inspiring us to connect meaningfully and collegially.  

As a point of reference, we’d like to share tentative plans for future conferences. 

• 2024 Society for Phenomenology and Media Conference CFP will be shared shortly. The

conference will be at Tallin University, Estonia, in May or early June. (Rita Niineste)

• 2025 Society for Phenomenology and Media Conference will be at Université Savoie

Mont-Blanc, Chambéry, France. (Jacques Ibanez Bueno)

I will act as your point person this week. Please reach out if you have questions. 

Sincerely, 
        Stacey O. Irwin, Professor, Media Arts Production 
        SPM Board of Directors Secretary, Conference Chair, 717-940-4942 
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Thursday March 23 
 

  

Online presentations   
07:00-09:00 (GMT-04:00) 
Eastern Time  
Chair: Melinda Campbell 
 

#VooVMeeting：720-009-900  

Click the link to join the 
meeting or to add it to your 
meeting list:  
https://voovmeeting.com/dm/
VmfvmLIToaPM 
 

Voov is a “Zoom like” online platform. 
Please download Voov here for all 
presentation. Use the free trial: 
https://voovmeeting.com/ 
 

7:00-7:35 AM  
 

Olya Kudina, Delft University of 
Technology, The Netherlands 
 

“ChatGPT and the Value of Education: 
Beyond the Rhetoric of Replacement.” 
 

7:40-8:15 AM  
 

Carlos Berriel Mastretta, 
Benemérita Universidad 
Autónoma de Puebla, Mexico 
 

“The Distant Proximity Imposed by 
Digital Media.”  
 

8:20-8:55 AM  
 

Cynthia Villagomez, 
Guanajuato University, Mexico 

“Mexican Electronic Art and the Roots 
of Ancient Mexico.”  
 

   
 
In Person Presentations 

 
Format: 20-minute paper, 15-
minute Q&A, 5-minute break to 
switch 
 

 
Ware Center Owen Salon, 3rd floor, 42 
N Prince St, Lancaster, PA 17603 
 

8:30-9:00 AM Registration information, 
Coffee, tea, continental 
breakfast 
 

 

9:00-9:30 AM Welcome, SPM President 
Gerardo De La Fuente, 
conference, introductions, 
Announcements. 
 

 

9:30-9:40 AM Welcome, Dean of Arts and 
Humanities and Social Sciences 
Dr. Ieva Zake 
 

 

Chair, morning session:  Lars Lundsten  

9:40-10:20 AM  Joff Bradley, Teikyo University 
Tokyo, Japan  

“On critical postmedia in Korea: Media 
explosion, the Korean BwO and the 
hikikomori” 
 

10:20-11:00 AM Galit Wellner, Tel Aviv 
University, Holon Institute of 
Technology, Israel 
 

“Blockchain as the ‘currently-new’ 
media” 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fvoovmeeting.com-252Fdm-252FVmfvmLIToaPM-26data-3D05-257C01-257C-257C2e102930c8b04098121608db2676ee5c-257C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa-257C1-257C0-257C638146064465846404-257CUnknown-257CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0-253D-257C3000-257C-257C-257C-26sdata-3Drb6rt6XydWupf7Do3jNc6xhK3VbqHCr1h-252BXV2QPekso-253D-26reserved-3D0&d=DwMFog&c=qwHaVVscXk_NBWd7DQFk0g&r=R0dImgrvcFefQVfizH5G5oxcO9d4r4nc_NRLY7rmzs4&m=PcaRVF6Zy9w8Q1QiAqyDC2rFjdWsAH1UZU0sO7iBk0F98b4p2zCjtsgUeUulSZG_&s=NNvhdJdL2ioHcGe96XhJ-adOgucrrt4PLHuHZyzs4gY&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fvoovmeeting.com-252Fdm-252FVmfvmLIToaPM-26data-3D05-257C01-257C-257C2e102930c8b04098121608db2676ee5c-257C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa-257C1-257C0-257C638146064465846404-257CUnknown-257CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0-253D-257C3000-257C-257C-257C-26sdata-3Drb6rt6XydWupf7Do3jNc6xhK3VbqHCr1h-252BXV2QPekso-253D-26reserved-3D0&d=DwMFog&c=qwHaVVscXk_NBWd7DQFk0g&r=R0dImgrvcFefQVfizH5G5oxcO9d4r4nc_NRLY7rmzs4&m=PcaRVF6Zy9w8Q1QiAqyDC2rFjdWsAH1UZU0sO7iBk0F98b4p2zCjtsgUeUulSZG_&s=NNvhdJdL2ioHcGe96XhJ-adOgucrrt4PLHuHZyzs4gY&e=
https://voovmeeting.com/
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11:00-11:40 AM Gerardo De La Fuente, 
Universidad Nacional 
Autonoma De Mexico, Mexico 
 

“Digital art and the end of aesthetics” 
 

11:40-12:20 PM Gabriela Farías Islas, ARPA 
Benemérita Universidad 
Autónoma de Puebla, Mexico 
 

“Textile, a femininized medium?” 
 

12:20-1:40 PM Lunch on your own   
 
Chair, afternoon session: 

 
Rita Niineste 

 

 
 

1:40-2:20 PM Wolfgang Suetzl, Ohio 
University, USA 
 

“Happy, anxious, angry: a 
phenomenological analysis of mood 
playlists” 
 

2:20-3:00 PM Chuck Ward, Millersville 
University of Pennsylvania, USA 
 

“Self and Agency in the Films of 
Charlie Kaufman” 
 

4:00-6:00 PM Conference sponsored 
Welcome Happy Hour 
Reception with food and 
beverages. 

Fulton Theatre Board Room (next 
door to The Ware Center), 12 N 
Prince Street, Lancaster, PA 17601. 
2nd floor, take the elevator.  

Dinner on your own 
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Friday March 24 
 
Online Presentations    
Time: 2023/03/24 10:00-
12:00 (GMT-04:00) 
Eastern Time  
  

#VooVMeeting：156-
050-417  
Chair: Melinda Campbell 

Voov is a “Zoom like” online 
platform. Please download 
Voov here for all presentation. 
Use the free trial: 
https://voovmeeting.com/ 

Click the link to join the meeting or to 
add it to your meeting list:  
https://voovmeeting.com/dm/QKBWS
rYEu4vr  

7:00-7:35 AM  Hui Zhang, Dalian University of 
Technology, China 
 

 “Thorough Self-Realization—A Study 
on the Individuality and Responsibility 
of Heller's Moral Aesthetics.”  
 

7:40-8:15 AM  Wenwu Ma, Dalian University 
of Technology, China 
 

“Can We Consider a Machine as A 
Subject of Responsibility? A Study in 
the Relationship of Human and 
Machine.”  
 

8:20-8:55 AM  Guangying Yu, Dalian University 
of Technology, China 
 

“Study on Problems of Authenticity in 
Virtual Existence.”  

Consider visiting 
Lancaster Central 
Market, only blocks from 
The Ware Center 

Open today and tomorrow 
from 6 AM-3 PM 
 

 

   
 
On Site Presentations 

 
Format: 20-minute paper, 15-
minute Q&A, 5-minute break 

 
Ware Center Owen Salon, 3rd floor, 42 
N Prince St, Lancaster, PA 17603 
 

8:30-9:00 AM Coffee and tea, continental 
breakfast 
 

 

Chair, morning Session Stacey O. Irwin 
 

 

9:00-10:00 AM Plenary Speaker Q&A  
Gregory Seigworth, Millersville 
University of Pennsylvania 
(Plenary talk), USA 
 

“All That Is Solid Melts Into Aerial 
Karate: Environmentality, Technicity, 
and Societies of Control” 
 

10-10:10 AM Break 
 

 

10:10-10:50 AM M. Gail Hamner, Syracuse 
University, USA 
 

“Feeling Poverty: The Phenomenology 
of Class Struggle in Parasite (Bong, 
2019) and Dead Pigs (Yan, 2018)” 
 

10:50-11:30 AM Ping Yang. Millersville 
University of Pennsylvania, USA 

“Depression, Affect, and Racial 
Embodiment: A Critical Analysis of 
Asian American Food on Media” 

https://voovmeeting.com/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fvoovmeeting.com-252Fdm-252FQKBWSrYEu4vr-26data-3D05-257C01-257C-257C2e102930c8b04098121608db2676ee5c-257C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa-257C1-257C0-257C638146064465846404-257CUnknown-257CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0-253D-257C3000-257C-257C-257C-26sdata-3DtS8sLFrt5M9kmc4GB0SERw6PJ1FYi9hL4-252BMlTB-252BQX00-253D-26reserved-3D0&d=DwMFog&c=qwHaVVscXk_NBWd7DQFk0g&r=R0dImgrvcFefQVfizH5G5oxcO9d4r4nc_NRLY7rmzs4&m=PcaRVF6Zy9w8Q1QiAqyDC2rFjdWsAH1UZU0sO7iBk0F98b4p2zCjtsgUeUulSZG_&s=se_PepuCzqP0Nkcrby8lb6iw_pL0-e_hMXBQvdLjfr8&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fvoovmeeting.com-252Fdm-252FQKBWSrYEu4vr-26data-3D05-257C01-257C-257C2e102930c8b04098121608db2676ee5c-257C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa-257C1-257C0-257C638146064465846404-257CUnknown-257CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0-253D-257C3000-257C-257C-257C-26sdata-3DtS8sLFrt5M9kmc4GB0SERw6PJ1FYi9hL4-252BMlTB-252BQX00-253D-26reserved-3D0&d=DwMFog&c=qwHaVVscXk_NBWd7DQFk0g&r=R0dImgrvcFefQVfizH5G5oxcO9d4r4nc_NRLY7rmzs4&m=PcaRVF6Zy9w8Q1QiAqyDC2rFjdWsAH1UZU0sO7iBk0F98b4p2zCjtsgUeUulSZG_&s=se_PepuCzqP0Nkcrby8lb6iw_pL0-e_hMXBQvdLjfr8&e=
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11:30AM-12:10 PM Erik Garrett. Duquesne 

University, USA 
“A Phenomenology of Social Isolation 
and Philosophical Loneliness: Why 
AIBO Can’t Replace Your Dog” 
 

12:10-1:30 PM Lunch on your own  
 
Chair, afternoon session 

 
Galit Wellner 
 

 

1:30-2:10 PM 
 

Jacques Ibanez Bueno, LLSETI 
Universite Savoie Mont-
BlancCNRS, France 

“New technologies of communication: 
revisiting Michel de Certeau” 
 

2:10-2:50 PM John Kaiser Ortiz, Millersville 
University of Pennsylvania, USA 

“Borderlands Phenomenology in Film” 
 

2:50-3:30 PM Lowery Woodall, Millersville 
University of Pennsylvania, USA 

“A Face in the Crowd: Understanding 
Kayfabe and the Dynamics of Pro 
Wrestling Fandom” 

3:30-3:40 PM Break  
 
3:40-4:20 PM 

 
Lars Lundsten, University of 
Helsinki, Finland 
 

 
“Lakoff, Danto and Ingarden – towards 
a critical analysis of narrative 
discourse” 
 

4:20-5:00 PM Stacey O. Irwin, Millersville 
University of Pennsylvania, USA 

“Game On: A Reflection on 
Gamification” 
 

5:00-6:00 PM Board of Directors Bylaws  
Review meeting 

 

Dinner on your own   
 
8:00 PM-10 PM  
 

 
House Party, Stacey Irwin’s 
home, Uber in groups  
 
 

 
Beverages and light snacks and feel 
free to bring your favorite alcoholic 
drink. ADDRESS: 1500 Princess Anne 
Drive. Lancaster, PA 17601. We’d love 
to see you for casual conversation 
and time to relax together. Phone: 
717-940-4942 
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Saturday March 25 
 
Online Presentations 
 

  

Chair: Melinda Campbell 
06:45 AM Eastern Time 
(US and Canada)  
Time: 2023/03/25 10:00-
12:00 (GMT-04:00) 
Eastern Time  
#VooVMeeting: 559-003-
064  

Voov is a “Zoom like” online 
platform. Please download 
Voov here for all presentation. 
Use the free trial: 
https://voovmeeting.com/ 

Click the link to join the meeting or to 
add it to your meeting list:  
https://voovmeeting.com/dm/PGrcLs
uA8v9p  
 

7:00-7:30 AM  
 

Dmytro Mykhailov, Dmytro 
Mykhailov, Southeast 
University, China 
 
 

“Introducing Three Starting Points for 
Developing a Techno-existential 
Approach in Contemporary Philosophy 
of Technology.”  
 

7:30-8:00 AM  
 

Peter Weise, Shanghai Jiaotong 
University Joint Institute, China 
 

 “The Logic of Finance and Newtonian 
Vibration in David Hartley's 
‘Observations on Man’ (1749).”  
 

8:00-8:30 AM  
 

Nicola Liberati, Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University, China 
 

“Digital Intimacy in Solitude: A 
Postphenomenological Study on 
Intimacy through Digital Technologies 
in Isolation such as Forced Quarantine 
or Space Travels.”  
 

8:30-9:00 AM 
 

Alberto José Luis Carrillo 
Canán, Universidad Autónoma 
de Puebla, Mexica, Marleni 
Ryes Monreal, Benemérita 
Universidad de Puebla, María 
Beatriz Bernabé Loranca, 
Universidad Autónoma de 
Puebla, Mexico 
 

Electro-digital Media and Political 
Polarization 
 

   
 
On Site Presentations 

 
Format: 20-minute paper, 15-
minute Q&A, 5-minute break 

 
Ware Center Owen Salon, 3rd floor, 42 
N Prince St, Lancaster, PA 17603 
 

Available in the morning 
upon arrival 

Coffee and tea, continental 
breakfast 
 

Also consider visiting Lancaster 
Central Market, only blocks from The 
Ware Center, today between 6AM-
3PM 

Chair, morning Session William Hanff 
 

 

9:00-9:40 AM Marc Van Den Bossche, Vrije 
Universiteit Brussel, Belgium 

“Social Imaginaries and the Decolonial 
Option” 
 

https://voovmeeting.com/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fvoovmeeting.com-252Fdm-252FPGrcLsuA8v9p-26data-3D05-257C01-257C-257C2e102930c8b04098121608db2676ee5c-257C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa-257C1-257C0-257C638146064465846404-257CUnknown-257CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0-253D-257C3000-257C-257C-257C-26sdata-3DbolEvPNLbvLOtw-252BOvk-252FEVxvuoqT8fXXjCn9Es8vUm6I-253D-26reserved-3D0&d=DwMFog&c=qwHaVVscXk_NBWd7DQFk0g&r=R0dImgrvcFefQVfizH5G5oxcO9d4r4nc_NRLY7rmzs4&m=PcaRVF6Zy9w8Q1QiAqyDC2rFjdWsAH1UZU0sO7iBk0F98b4p2zCjtsgUeUulSZG_&s=R3HWgysYPELtddIOa5CjOXdNmbGGZGCLem3wWuhJtyE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fvoovmeeting.com-252Fdm-252FPGrcLsuA8v9p-26data-3D05-257C01-257C-257C2e102930c8b04098121608db2676ee5c-257C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa-257C1-257C0-257C638146064465846404-257CUnknown-257CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0-253D-257C3000-257C-257C-257C-26sdata-3DbolEvPNLbvLOtw-252BOvk-252FEVxvuoqT8fXXjCn9Es8vUm6I-253D-26reserved-3D0&d=DwMFog&c=qwHaVVscXk_NBWd7DQFk0g&r=R0dImgrvcFefQVfizH5G5oxcO9d4r4nc_NRLY7rmzs4&m=PcaRVF6Zy9w8Q1QiAqyDC2rFjdWsAH1UZU0sO7iBk0F98b4p2zCjtsgUeUulSZG_&s=R3HWgysYPELtddIOa5CjOXdNmbGGZGCLem3wWuhJtyE&e=
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9:40-10:20 AM 
 

Alejandra de Las Mercedes 
Fernandez, Universidad 
Nacional Del Nordestee, 
Argentina 

“The new illusion: individualism and 
conscience of alienation. 
Phenomenological review of 
estrangement” 
 

10:20-11:00 AM Lyat Friedman, Bezalel 
Academy of Arts and Design, 
Israel 
 

“The Question: Questioning Online 
Search Engines” 
 

11:00-11:40 Rita Niineste, University of 
Tallin, Estonia 
 

Thinking by the Body: On the 
Intersubjectivity of Sexual Experiences 

11:40-11:20AM Junichiro Inutsuka, Jissen 
Women’s University, Japan 

“To rescue conceptual and aesthetic 
creation - Positing an ontology of 
adjectives.” 
 

11:20-12 PM Melinda Campbell, National 
University, USA 

“In Search of Meaning in Dreams and 
Art” 
 

12-12:40 PM SPM business meeting. All 
members welcome 

 

12:40-2:00 PM Lunch on your own  
 
Chair, afternoon session 

 
Ping Yang 
 

 

2-2:40 PM Lisa Neville, SUNY Cortland, 
USA 

“A Buddhist Phenomenology of Grief” 
 

2:40-3:20 PM Stanley Kranc, University of 
South Florida, USA  

“Knowing the way but stuck in traffic: 
a postphenomenological 
investigation.” 

3:20-3:30 PM Break 
 

 

3:30-4:10 PM William Hanff, University of 
District of Columbia, USA 
 

“Digital Leapfrogging: 
Postphenomenological Insights in 
Digital Tool Use & Media Artifacts in 
Emerging Economies and Subcultures” 
 

4:10-4:50 PM Marleni Ryes Monreal, 
Benemérita Universidad de 
Puebla 

“Transmedia exhibitions spaces for 

digital art.” 

4:50-5:30 Obiageli Pauline Ohiagu 
University of Port Harcourt, 
Nigeria 
 

The Role of Social Media in Agitation 
Discourses in Nigeria 

6:00-9:00 PM Conference sponsored dinner 
& drinks to begin at 6PM to 
close out the 24th annual 
conference. 

The Press Room: The Printer’s Plate 
(Back room). 28 W King Street, 
Lancaster, PA 17601 
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Publication: 
Glimpse is a peer-reviewed journal dedicated to practical and philosophical considerations of specific 
media, media history, and media theory. It is the annual publication of the Society for Phenomenology 
and Media (SPM). Originally established as a venue for papers presented at the Society's international 
conferences, Glimpse now publishes original double blind peer reviewed articles from a variety of 
perspectives. https://www.pdcnet.org/glimpse 
 
Society for Phenomenology and Media Board of Directors 
Gerardo de la Fuente, Mexico (2010), PRESIDENT 
Shoji Nagataki, Japan (2007), VICE PRESIDENT 
Alberto Carrillo Canán, Mexico (1998) Board CHAIR 
Nicola Liberati, Italy, (2012) Board CO-CHAIR 
Stacey O. Irwin, USA (2000), SECRETARY 
Luis Acebal, USA (2010), TREASURER 
Alejandra de las Mercedes Fernández, Argentina (2010) 
Cristina Bonfiglioli, Brazil (2014) 
Lars Gunnar Lundsten, Finland (2000) 
Lisa Neville, USA (2015) 
Luanne Frank, USA (2013) 
Mariano Navarro, Mexico (2019) 
Marleni Reyes Monreal, Mexico (2018) 
Matti Itkonen, Finland (2000) 
Melinda Campbell, USA (2011) 
Olya Kudina, Ukraine (2018) 
Pieter Lemmens, The Netherlands (2013) 
Sarah Lwahas, Nigeria (2015) 
Tõnu Viik, Estonia (2008) 
Tracy Powell, Canada (2015) 
 
Society for Phenomenology and Media Board of Advisors 
Bas de Boer, the Netherlands (2018) 
Carlos Alberto Berriel, Mexico (2019) 
Dmytro Mykhailov, China (2022) 
Galit Wellner, Israel (2022) 
Hye Young Kim, Korea (2015) 
Jacques Ibanez Bueno, France (2015) 
James Steinhoff, Canada (2018) 
Jenny Chen, China (2022) 
Jue Wang, China (2022) 
Junichiro Inutsuka, Japan (2020) 
Lyat Freedman, Israel (2022) 
Martin Ritter, Prague (2022) 
Melentie Pandilovski, Australia (2022) 
Miguel A. García, Germany (2002) 
Obiageli Ohiagu Pauline, Nigeria (2010) 
Sophia Siddique Harvey, USA (2010) 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.pdcnet.org/glimpse
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Abstracts 
Alphabetical in English by first name 

 
Alberto José Luis Carrillo Canán, Universidad Autónoma de Puebla, Mexica 
Marleni Ryes Monreal, Benemérita Universidad de Puebla 
María Beatriz Bernabé Loranca, Universidad Autónoma de Puebla 
Electro-digital Media and Political Polarization - online presentation 
The last two US presidential elections and the recent Brazilian presidential election are exemplary examples of 
political polarization as a phenomenon of Western democracy. Starting from McLuhan, in this presentation we 
present a model that explains this phenomenon as an effect of electro-digital media on Western subjectivity and 
we compare it with the effect of said media on Eastern subjectivity. 
 
Carlos Berriel Mastretta, Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla, Mexico 
The distant proximity imposed by digital media – online presentation 
During an earthquake in 2017 in Mexico City, a video was broadcast on Twitter and Facebook mainly, showing a 
building collapsing in front of the cameras and cell phones of passers-by. This event generated a movement of 
people who quickly organized themselves on social media to collect money, food, and clothing; or offered refuge 
to the victims. The means by which they learned the news left the public with an emotional response without a 
possible response action. This situation illustrates that when faced with certain events presented in digital media, 
the individual needs to complement the emotional response to the message received with an action; That is why 
many people gave as an answer to the news their help in the form of donations or other types of aids on the spot. 
Writing taught human beings to know and experience phenomena, objects and sensations separated from their 
groups and from the geographical space where things would take place. Using writing necessarily implies 
establishing a spatial and temporal distance with what is experienced. The electronic media returned to human 
communication its immediacy, and to the human being the possibility of experiencing the world that the medium 
represents in real time, although geographically distant and unable to generate a reaction. For their part, digital 
media allow messages to last beyond the moment they were transmitted. The images that are transmitted 
emulate reality very well due to their high definition, but to date, they do not allow to interact with the subject or 
phenomenon with the five senses; leaving in the individual a feeling of distant closeness. 
 
Chuck Ward, Millersville University of Pennsylvania, USA 
Self and Agency in the Films of Charlie Kaufman 
A recurring theme in films by writer-director Charlie Kaufman is the question of self, and the power of oneself to 
exercise genuine agency and creativity. In his latest film ”I’m thinking of ending things” the main character seems 
to experience his own life through the creative expression of a series of artists. This leads to questioning the very 
possibility of original thought or expression. And such questioning generates a deep anxiety and despair. This 
anxiety is central to several other Kaufman films, including “Adaptation” and “Being John Malkovic.” This paper 
explores the problem posed by Kaufman by relating it to ideas about self and agency in philosophy of language and 
philosophy of cognitive neuroscience. Kaufman' s anxiety seems to derive from what we might consider a 
traditional concept of self as a unified, unique and persistent entity with genuine agency and the ability to engage 
in radically original thought and expression. Doubts about the reality of such a self lie at the heart of the crises 
experienced by Kaufman’s characters. Philosophical skepticism about this traditional conception of self and agency 
occur in contemporary philosophy of language, in Jacque Derrida and Wittgenstein, for example. From another 
angle skepticism arises within the philosophy of cognitive neuroscience, as in the work of Patricia Churchland and 
Daniel Dennet, among others. These philosophical skeptics, however, do not despair as Kaufman does, but see the 
alternative “deflationary” concepts of self as accounting for our capacity to create and express meaning in our 
lives. 
 
Cynthia Villagomez, Guanajuato University, Mexico 
Mexican electronic art and the Roots of Ancient Mexico - – online presentation 
Mexican Electronic Art has been displayed through artists and their artworks, the culture, and traditions that form 
part of Mexican national identity. The different groups that lived in Mexican Altiplano left plenty of traces of their 
life in the center of the country. Today we have literature and archaeological vestiges as evidence of their beliefs in 
everyday life, as well as traditions, especially those related to their environmental perception of the world. Some 
Mexican electronic artists have acquired enough knowledge to create with pre-Hispanic elements in such a way 
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that it is possible to perceive hints of how people can live peacefully and in harmony with nature. One of the most 
important findings of this research is the fact that a symbiotic relationship could exist between the electronic 
artists and the artworks that emerges from this ancestral knowledge. It is a reminder of those aspects that can 
help a society to transcend and be capable of improving on the different aspects of life. It is in this way that it is 
possible to induce new symbiotic relations from the dissemination of this knowledge. The current reality in the 
human environment leads to the reflection that it is urgent to rethink priorities in order to recover the balance 
between humanity, its needs, its actions, the environment and its social environment. Some Mexican artists have 
turned their gaze to the roots of the indigenous world and the respect they had for other living beings, nature and 
the objects that surrounded them with the intention of recovering the balance that our ancestors sought. This 
research seeks to investigate those concepts and principles that have fed the imaginary of Mexican electronic 
artists inspired by the world of Ancient Mexico and also to get a glimpse of the symbiotic relationships between 
their work and the indigenous cosmogony, and to shed light on the possible paths to follow in the search for a 
more just and less abusive existence between human beings themselves, these and the planet. Ancient Mexicans 
understood very early the respect for nature, the natural environment, animals and in general everything that 
surrounded them, was the source of their life as a community; they understood that breaking the balance between 
humans and nature could have catastrophic consequences. They considered animals, plants, and even objects as 
animated entities, bearers of life; the experience of life was not centered on the human being as it happens today, 
but on all the elements that surrounded them, showing their respect towards them, whether it be the stars, the 
weather, the wind, the water, the fire, the earth, the cardinal points, Among others. Part of their cosmogony 
shows the respect and recognition of their environment, with gods integrated to nature, which arise from it and 
are bearers of plants and animals as a sign of their own origin and the worship they rendered them. The reflection 
of electronic artists on the rescue of elements that give identity to the people of Mexico, as other native peoples 
have done around the world, brings with it the reflection of who we were, who we are and where we are headed. 
In such a way that, thinking about the origin of civilization brings with it the possibility of thinking about what 
actions carried out by the Ancient Mexicans, led them to have certain consequences, as well as, what led them to 
transcend and reach a high level as a civilization. 
 
Dmytro Mykhailov, Southeast University, China 
Introducing three starting points for developing a techno-existential approach in contemporary philosophy of 
technology – online presentation 
Existential philosophy starts with a straightforward but, at the same time, very philosophically valuable intuition: 
‘We are not true self within our everyday life’. To become the true self a subject has to complete a philosophical 
action, has to reverse, or transcendent him/herself over his/her mundane mode of being (which Jaspers calls 
Dasein and Heidegger calls das Man). Our today’s technologies are actively participating in this reversing activity 
and so are not existentially neutral. The topic of the existential role of technology has been raised from the very 
outset of the philosophy of technology. Karl Jaspers and Martin Heidegger both analyzed technology as an 
existential force that is able to shape our existence. In terms of German existentialism, this existential power of 
technology was mostly negative as technology has been conceptualized as an alienating force that takes humans 
away from their authentic nature. The problem of the existential dimension of technology remains an important 
point within different approaches in the contemporary philosophy of technology. For example, in 
postphenomenology, Don Ihde explains how technology can play an existential role by changing our attitude 
toward death. Peter-Paul Verbeek talks about the existential mediation of technology, claiming that technologies 
are changing our perceptions and actions. Nick Bostrom highlighted the existential risks that technologies might 
have. Within a relatively new movement called neuroexistentialism, we can find another attempt to connect the 
question of existence with new scientific and technological findings (especially in relation to brain research). 
Amanda Lagerkvist, the founder of existential media studies analyzes the existential role of digital media from 
various perspectives like digital death, digital memory, etc. However, despite the variety of angles taken on the 
relation between technology and existence contemporary philosophy of technology still lacks a systematic 
approach that will be centered around the existence as an authentic human being in its relation to technologies. 
That is why I am suggesting opening a dialog for establishing a new approach that might raise the issues listed 
above. Here are some preliminary starting points for developing what I call the ‘Techno-existential approach’. First, 
the title ‘techno-existential’ approach indicates the importance of technology by putting technology before 
existence. In this sense, the title aims to emphasize the significant role technologies play in our existential 
practices. Technologies that we are using, according to this approach, are not 'dead' objects but active shapers of 
our existential experience. New technologies create new existential challenges that never existed before and also 
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gives new shapes to the way how we become our true self. Said different, today we become our true self through 
technology. Second, a techno-existential approach should be developed considering (and so, overcoming) the 
limitations of the previous ‘classical’ existential thinkers. For example, the contemporary philosophy of technology 
has shown the importance of concrete technologies. This opens a possibility for analyzing how novel technologies 
are shedding new light on our existence and the way how we can become our true selves. Finally, at the center of 
the techno-existential approach should be the relation between existence as one’s true self and novel 
technologies. At this stage, it should be analyzed in which way specific technologies are facilitating (or vice versa, 
neglecting) the way how we become our true selves. In this sense, the techno-existential approach goes in the line 
with contemporary ‘relational’ view on the nature of technology such as postphenomenology, actor-network 
theory, object-oriented ontologies, etc. 
 
Erik Garrett. Duquesne University, USA 
A Phenomenology of Social Isolation and Philosophical Loneliness: Why AIBO Can’t Replace Your Dog 
This presentation will look at the work on the phenomenology of social isolation through the lens of philosophical 
loneliness. The philosophers Jill Stauffer (2015) and Patricia Huntington (2009) have written on the idea of 
philosophical loneliness from different perspectives. I will show what their theories bring to light about the work 
on social isolation. I will apply this theory of loneliness to argue against why robotic pets can't provide relief from 
social isolation. Several years ago I published a study of whether Sony’s robotic dog AIBO could provide health 
benefits that real pets give in terms of lessening social isolation and increasing positive physiological health 
benefits in subjects of all ages. In light of the phenomenology of social isolation and Levinas's ethics of the face I 
argue that the reason a robot can never replace a real living being is because they do not consider the concept of 
philosophical loneliness. 
 
Alejandra de las Mercedes Fernández, Universidad Nacional Del Nordestee, Argentina 
The new illusion: individualism and conscience of alienation. Phenomenological review of estrangement 
The media have achieved a power of totalization and interdependence that McLuhan perhaps could not have 
imagined, but which nonetheless corroborates both his concept of extension and Flusser's "epidermal" one. Faced 
with this, it is possible to think of a renewal of Phenomenology, or rather to put its universe to the test, and 
reconstitute it from "the other than consciousness" that we call the world, and -of course- the impacts (and diffuse 
imbrications) about what we call consciousness (Husserl / Merleau-Ponty). World includes the effects of networks 
that are as real as any material object, and with even greater incidence of sensible inherence. If consciousness is 
the intentional totality that operates as an indissoluble correlation or synthesis between the world and the 
existent, mediatization is co-constitutive of consciousness as well; sensations are pure experiences and evidence 
for that very reason. From this Husserlian testimony, a kind of borderless alienation can be thought (Fernández, 
2022). The state of alienation would then consist of the lack of evidence criteria regarding the flows of real media 
effects. However, when considering Bergson's counter-phenomenological perspective on duration as a succession 
of qualitative changes that merge and penetrate each other, with no tendency to externalize one another in 
relation to one another, a pure heterogeneity (Essay on the Immediate Data of Consciousness, p. 79), the opposite 
of alienation would be estrangement. His estrangement is the resource that the media have introduced as part of 
the flowing naturalness of his constitution at the same time that it allows to preserve the distance of the totality, 
that is to say that the novelty is possible, while individuality paradoxically remains as an illusion. 
 
Gabriela Farías Islas, ARPA Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla, Mexico 
Textile, a femininized medium?  
The creation of textiles is considered as a craft, and it is also perceived as a feminine labor. However, the presence 
of textiles among social movements can be observed as activism because they bring a collective strength that 
comes from the medium itself. For instance, there are organized groups that get together to knit or stich the 
names of people who are missing or were killed without justice. These pieces are used in protest and contribute to 
a collective experience of community and resistance in view of injustice, pain, and anger. 
In Mexico and Latin America, social movements have historically been important to question State politics and 
demand justice and democracy. In that regard, feminist and organized groups use different strategies to resist, 
involving artivism and textile practices as politic actions. The object of this research is the narrative that comes 
from textiles as part of social movements and protests demanding justice and rights for women. The purpose will 
be to analyze the perception and social function of these textile practices as part of a collective process of 
resistance. The textile as a medium has its own language, and it has been passed from one generation to the next 
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through the female lineage. Thus, this knowledge allows women to communicate from the means that have been 
theirs throughout history. It will be argued that women use textile practices as a narrative to tell experiences of 
oppression and violence with the same medium that has been part of their oppression to stay in a private space. 
 
Galit Wellner, Tel Aviv University, Holon Institute of Technology, Israel 
Blockchain as the "currently-new" media 
First it was the Internet that was crowned as "new media" in the 1990s (Manovich 2001:33). Then the mobile 
became the "new new media" (Wellner, 2011:80), adding a layer of mobility to the medium of digital computing. 
Now we witness a "currently new" media (CNM) that attempts to add monetary value. The prevalent technology 
of CNM is blockchain, originally developed as a (crypto)currency named Bitcoin (Nakamoto 2008), and today 
serving, inter alia, as a means to exchange media known as Non-Fungible Token (NFT). Blockchain also serves as a 
more experimental foundation for speculative performances by artists like Denisa Reshef-Kera (2019). The 
monetary value takes different forms, as can be witnessed in the evolution from Internet memes to stock memes 
like GameStop. Similar to "new media" that includes various media like web sites, VR, and computer games 
(Manovich 2001:35), CNM encompasses a multitude of areas such as NFT, Decentralized Autonomous Organization 
(DAO), meme stocks, and more. These new technologies and cultural forms lead us to rethink existing media: how 
do they store our memories? How do we share media objects? Whereas Manovich compares the emergence of 
the Internet to that of cinema, today we compare Blockchain media to the Internet. The former raised questions 
regarding representation and how memories are stored (Stiegler, 1998), the latter invoked discussions about the 
exchange of memory and monetary value: the possibility to use data-memories in consideration of certain 
cryptocurrency or exhibiting the ownership of NFT on social networks. The proposed analysis will rely on 
philosophy of technology's mediation theory (Ihde 1990; Verbeek 2005) that refers to technology as that which 
mediates between humans and the world. The aim is to provide a roadmap to future relations amid dramatic 
crises such as the collapse of crypto-exchange NFX and the huge fluctuations in value of cryptocurrency. 
 
Gerardo De La Fuente, Universidad Nacional Autonoma De Mexico, Mexico 
Digital art and the end of aesthetics 
In a recently held digital art contest, a work made solely and exclusively by a computer program was awarded. The 
algorithm was capable of forming images from texts selected by itself using the accumulated documents that make 
up the Internet. A great controversy broke out regarding the meaning that should be given to the word Art when 
what is produced does not correspond to the action of any human maker, but beyond that there is also the 
problem of deciding what meaning the word aesthetic can have from now on. At the time, Jacques Ranciere said 
that the end of the aesthetic regime of the arts was due to the fact that the link between images and text had 
been fractured. Apparently the solution to that fracture will be left, now, to the action of the machines. 
 
Gregory Seigworth, Millersville University of Pennsylvania (Plenary talk), USA 
All That Is Solid Melts Into Aerial Karate: Environmentality, Technicity, and Societies of Control 
This talk will engage with some of the recent controversies and theorizations around dataveillance, embodiment, 
and algorithmic/machine intelligence. Beginning with a 30 second commercial for SAP, a German multinational 
software company and one of the originators of real-time, predictive data analytics, this paper precedes to wrestle 
with a few of the consequences of the whole-field modulation of experience-itself (environmentality), with the 
ontic nature of human-machine relations (technicity), and, most of all, with the contemporary fate of Gilles 
Deleuze’s now-30 year old thesis about societies of control. 
 
Guangying Yu, Dalian University of Technology, China 
Study on Problems of Authenticity in Virtual Existence - – online presentation 
Virtual existence is a kind of humans’ living state shaped by digital technologies. Although it is virtual in terms of 
constituent elements, it is realistic in terms of subjects’ experience. It is this integration of virtual and reality that 
leads to the problem of authenticity in virtual existence. It is manifested in the following aspects: People confuse 
virtual existence with real life, the self-identity of subjects is dissolved, and the value of real existence is eroded. 
Through the analysis of the performance of the problem of the authenticity in virtual existence, it is found that 
people get rid of the bondage of real body through the integration of "self" and “substitute body” constructed by 
digital technologies, and divide their spiritual existence and physical existence in the way of virtual presence. 
According to the causes of the problem of the authenticity in virtual existence, we should go beyond the limitation 
of the thinking mode of dichotomy between human being and technology, construct the value system of humans’ 
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existence from the overall perspective of the integration of virtual existence and real life, and cultivate people’s 
ethical consciousness in existent practice. 
 
Hui Zhang, Dalian University of Technology, China 
Thorough Self-Realization—A Study on the Individuality and Responsibility of Heller's Moral Aesthetics – online 
presentation 
Since the emergence of the modernity problem, many western theorists have consciously reflected on the spiritual 
crisis of modern people and the modernity problem from the standpoint of moral criticism with a high sense of 
historical responsibility. Agnes Heller, in particular, has revealed the relationship between the modernity problem 
and the moral situation of the modern world with great sensitivity and constructed a moral aesthetics that 
provides a solution to the problem of modernity by awakening individual responsibility and the morality of 
individuality. In the context of modernity, Heller's moral aesthetics presents a constructive attempt to change the 
living conditions of modern people, which still has important theoretical value and practical significance for us 
today in saving our alienated state of life and seeking thorough self-realization. When we look at Heller's moral 
aesthetics from a post-modern perspective, her view of helping modern people become what they are with the 
help of aesthetics is worth exploring. This paper will discuss Heller's moral aesthetics from four aspects: the 
historical background, main content, contemporary value and theoretical deficiency. 
 
Jacques Ibanez Bueno,  LLSETI Universite Savoie Mont-BlancCNRS, France 
New technologies of communication: revisiting Michel de Certeau 
One of the objectives of the research is to question the uses of contemporary communication technologies from a 
conceptual framework proposed by Michel de Certeau and by experimenting with innovative methods. The use of 
digital audiovisual and choreographic art is fully integrated into an interdisciplinary epistemological approach to a 
contemporary problematic. Within a resolutely empirical framework, the chosen research methods are 
participative and evolutionary in a perspective of innovation and experimentation with borrowings from visual 
anthropology and sensory ethnography. Michel de Certeau's seminal work is entitled L'invention du quotidien _ 
Les arts de faire (1980). With this project, we question the modalities and relationships between the appropriation 
of new communication technologies and their individual and collective effects via the mediation operated between 
the bodies of the users and the technology. This eclectic and interdisciplinary intellectual remains relevant to 
question modernity in the perspective of the commemoration of the centenary of his birth in Chambéry (1925-
2025). Within the research questions posed, it is primarily a matter of questioning the effective reception of 
messages conveyed by digital social networks and the capacity of users to resist, transform and divert through a 
"polemology of the weak" (De Certeau: 1990). Analyzing interactions within a social group to better understand 
the complexity of communication and exchange processes is a contemporary research challenge. The latter relates 
to social subjects that Michel de Certeau did not consider "doomed to passivity and discipline" according to his 
analysis of pre-Internet media. 
 
Joff Bradley, Teikyo University Tokyo, Japan  
On critical postmedia in Korea: Media explosion, the Korean BwO and the hikikomori 
In this paper on critical postmedia studies in Korea, my intention is to theorize the “eruption” or flooding of media 
which has recently emerged as a central topic in the media context of Korea. From a post-media perspective, my 
aim is to diagnose and understand the social and psychical phenomena that occur in the flooding media situation. 
Korea is one of the countries which has seen rapid social change due to the development of new technologies and 
the industrial base has changed in ways that are hard to find in other countries, with the national slogan, “Let's go 
ahead in informatization even though we are behind in industrialization” posed in completely different senses in 
Korea before and after the advent of the Internet. The psychical effects of this need to be understood as the 
changes and effects are fundamental to the crisis of desire in this geographically schizo archipelago. Of course, as 
the social demand for convergence is high, it cannot be said that there are no studies on the relationship between 
technology and the humanities with a view to post-media in Korea but as the theoretical investigation to 
synthesize these studies is relatively insufficient my critical postmedia position will analyse the aspects of 
informatization that are taking place in Korea as a major aspect of “media flooding” in a comprehensive way that 
also reflects the importance and legacy of Deleuze and Guattari. 
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John Kaiser Ortiz, Millersville University of Pennsylvania, USA 
Borderlands Phenomenology in Film 
Orson Welles’ Touch of Evil serves as a critical guide to visualizing the cultural, social, and political differences 
between Mexico and the United States that characterize and constitute border phenomenology. The purpose of 
this presentation is to show how this film offers a reflective phenomenological perspective that can help to 
illuminate border relations between individuals, cultures, and nations today. Through nuanced critiques of identity 
formation, social customs (including an etiquette of boundaries), and political ideologies, my paper proposes the 
beginnings of a philosophy of cinema in the borderlands through a critical account of what lived and felt 
experience of the borderlands does to shape those who inhabit, transgress and trespass its affective, 
epistemological, and metaphysical boundaries. As a mid-twentieth century film noir border epic, Touch of Evil 
continues both to shape and be shaped by the language (a multilingual discourse), uncertain demesne, and on-
screen visualization of human relations within the borderlands. I argue that this film (and others like it, which I 
might mention in my paper time permitting) offers a manner of visualizing complex patterns of interaction and 
experience that (in space, form, and content) serve as the preliminary outlines of a social ethics relevant for the 
many other borderlands that we all face collectively in our world today. 
 
Junichiro Inutsuka, Jissen Women’s University, Japan 
To rescue conceptual and aesthetic creation - Positing an ontology of adjectives 
Considering the meaning of 'programme' in a broad sense, going back to its etymology (προ- + γράμα, spoken in 
advance), it follows that Social conventions, rules and modes of behaviour are programmes. The values and 
principles shared by society, companies and other business organisations, tools and machines are also 
programmes. Language, each natural language, is also a programme. Is human freedom, then, nothing more than 
the pursuit of possibilities within such programmed environments? (This question is inherited from V. Flusser's 
concept of the apparatus-photographer.) This abstract question is being brought into a practical context today 
with the advent of text- and image-generating AI. The objects generated by these conscious-less mechanisms have 
not yet reached the level of works of philosophy or art (acts of conceptual and aesthetic creation), but in principle 
they threaten the 'value' of these acts. It is a fundamental question and challenge to the human capacity to create 
new things, or 'creation'. We can find the basis for this question of language and creation in the ancient question 
of art (poiesis), the mimesis-muthos theory (Plato-Aristotle), which can be reconstructed by contemporary 
questions. While the logic of predicate-verb (Kitaro Nishida) has been posed as a way of transcending the 
conceptual construction of Indo-European languages based on the logic of subject-noun (philosophical tradition), I 
present here another possibility by reconsidering the 'adjective'. 
Although the grammatical behaviour of adjectives is not the same across languages, the focus here will be on the 
nature of Japanese adjectives, which do not express the characteristics and attributes of things/matters (subject, 
object), but rather the relationship between subject and thing/circumstance through the body. In this sense, the 
'phenomenon' occurs adjectivally, and its ontological structure is questioned, as different from the expressions 
possible from the linguistic model and as deconstructing the law of excluded middle. 
 
Lars Lundsten, University of Helsinki, Finland 
Lakoff, Danto and Ingarden – towards a critical analysis of narrative discourse 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss some common but still implicit features of George Lakoff´s theory of 
conceptual metaphors, Arthur C. Danto´s theory of narration and knowledge and Roman Ingarden´s concept of 
stratified literary works of art. According to the argument presented in this paper, these three approaches to 
knowledge, consciousness, and narration may serve as cornerstones to a more comprehensive, critical analysis of 
narrative discourse. In his book Moral Politics – How Liberals and Conservatives Think (third edition, 2016), Lakoff 
elaborates his theory of cognitive metaphors within the realm of political discourse, particularly U.S. public 
discourse. For some reason, Lakoff avoids the concept of narrative in his argumentation. This is quite peculiar, 
since the very essence of his theory of conceptual metaphors and conceptual modelling has a clearly visible 
narrative touch to it. Lakoff´s idea about the importance of our unconscious conceptual systems – as expressed in 
conceptual metaphors – resonates with the concept of Unbestimmtheitsstellen (´points of indetermination’) as 
discussed by Ingarden in his seminal work Das literarische Kunstwerk (1931). The implicit conceptual context 
makes it possible for the narrative to be told in a tight manner without it becoming ill-comprehensible to the 
audience. Finally, Danto in his Narration and Knowledge (1985), analyses the truth conditions of facts presented in 
narrative form as opposed to descriptive form (chronicle). In this conference paper these three approaches are 
combined to create a sound epistemological foundation for critical analysis of narrative discourse. 
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Lowery Woodall, Millersville University of Pennsylvania, USA 
A Face in the Crowd: Understanding Kayfabe and the Dynamics of Pro Wrestling Fandom 
This presentation explores the way that kayfabe - the practice of crafting the illusion of authenticity in professional 
wrestling, impacts the dynamics of the fan/wrestler/promoter relationship. Kayfabe has undergone a fascinating 
evolution from the simple art of "protecting the business" from accusations of fakery to a more nuanced and 
problematized articulation of suspended disbelief that occurs in real time in front of an audience of thousands. As 
the veil that once shrouded pro wrestlings' theatrical athleticism has slowly been eroded by shoot interviews and 
internet journalism, the delicate balance of kayfabe has been thrown into a state of upheaval, forcing performers 
to embrace and negotiate the space between the squared circle and the stands in order to create the magic of 
sports entertainment for new generations of fans. 
 
Lisa Neville, SUNY Cortland, USA 
A Buddhist Phenomenology of Grief 
Fundamental to Buddhist ontology is the doctrine of no separate self. One cannot grieve one’s dead companions if 
no one dies. “This world of birth and death is a world of illusion,” as the Zen poet Issa wrote on the occasion of his 
infant daughter’s death, “and yet,” he concluded his poem, “and yet...” What do these words point to? We might 
say to the facticity of grief, as directly present as heat or light. Or to the structuring of grief as a web of relational 
contexts. We might suggest they point to grief’s liminality, its “unsayability” as a mode of pre-reflexive awareness. 
The pathologizing of grief is millennium old and extends through many cultural environments. It continues in the 
secular U.S., in a variety of forms, one of which is the creation of a kind of grief industry, dedicated to using the 
grieving process to heal individuals from loss and thereby essentially elide grief. In order to give proper space to 
grief in human experience, it is necessary to realize it is neither singular nor affective. This paper intends to 
consider grieving as a universal form of intelligent mimesis, one that affords persons direct experience of Reality. 
 
Lyat Friedman, Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design, Israel 
The Question: Questioning Online Search Engines 
“Every questioning is a seeking. Every seeking takes its direction beforehand from what is sought. Questioning is a 
knowing search for beings in their thatness and whatness,” writes Martin Heidegger at the very beginning of Being 
and Time (1996, 5). In other words, every question already entails a certain conceptual framing of what is sought. 
It determines in advance the method and discipline of the answer to that which is asked about. 
In modern sciences, argues Heidegger in “The Question Concerning Technology” (1977), we use technology as an 
instrument and a tool that determines in advance the types of questions we can pose. It is an ‘Enframing,” he 
argues. It determines for us a “way of representing pursues and entraps nature as a calculable coherence of 
forces” (1977, 21)*1. Modern sciences and technology trap researchers into thinking that nature is a given to be 
explored and exploited. Moreover, modern sciences exclude other forms of questioning, discarding questions that 
cannot scientifically be articulated. In so doing, sciences pose a threat of denying the possibility of entering “into a 
more original revealing . . . of a more primal truth” (1977,28)*2. It is a threat to thinking. In this paper, I propose to 
investigate online search engines. I will ask: what type of questions can a user pose online. I will use one particular 
question, review a few types of formulation that can be put into words, and examine the sort of answers such 
questions procure. I will examine Wikipedia, Google and ChatGPT as a small pilot set up. I will pose a research 
question, being aware of the irony of my question: Do online search engines restricts certain types of questions? In 
posing the question of the question, I seek to identify the “thatness and whatness” Heidegger asked about when 
he suggested that we have forgotten how to pose questions. 
1.Martin Heidegger. 1996. Being and Time. Trans. Joan Stambaugh, Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1996. The page numbers refers to the original German texts. 
2.Martin Heidegger. 1977. The Question Concerning Technology. Trans. Willian Lovitt, New York: Harper & Row. 
 
M. Gail Hamner, Syracuse University, USA 
Feeling Poverty: The Phenomenology of Class Struggle in Parasite (Bong, 2019) and Dead Pigs (Yan, 2018) 
Phenomenology of Poverty has yet to be written. Though one can increasingly find novels that offer searing 
depictions of the U.S. divide between those with and without economic stability (cf. Veselka, The Great Offshore 
Grounds, 2020; and Guanzon, Abundance: A Novel, 2021), the acute global disparity between the rich and the 
desperately poor calls out for a critical phenomenological analysis. This is because the lived realities and 
affectscapes of the class divide—necessarily intersected with race, ethnicity, and gender—are arguably the most 
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prevalent, life-deforming, and immutable aspects of our twenty-first century neoliberal moment. This presentation 
will explore two films as the descriptive data for a phenomenology of poverty: Bong Joon-ho’s Parasite (2019), and 
Cathy Yan’s Dead Pigs (2018). These films claim my attention because with visceral poignancy they address global 
economic disparity in the so-called “two-thirds world”–geopolitical arenas (such as Korea and China) long used as 
sites of resource extraction and dumping grounds for a wealthier Europe and North America. Of these two films, 
Parasite is the masterwork. Dead Pigs is, as The Guardian notes, “diverting.” Still, each film blurs the grim options 
and grimmer hopes of the poor with humor, and both bounce between the arenas of poverty and wealth in ways 
that underscore the inextricable connections between all life, despite the social norms and infrastructures that 
attempt to secure separate, autonomous spheres. The paper will build an incipient phenomenology and affective 
analysis of poverty by examining (1) the diegetic place of virtual reality in both films and (2) the affects, lived 
orientations, and structures of experience anticipated by the film titles: parasite, and dead pigs. To do this, the 
paper makes use of claims from Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception (PP), such as his assertion that 
form (as in a form of life) is the birth of a norm (PP, Landes, 62), and that humans are, famously, “condemned to 
sense” (PP, LXXXIV). I also will draw from the more recent constellation of scholars who work in critical 
phenomenology such as Lisa Guenther, Sara Ahmed, Shannon Sullivan, and George Yancey. These scholars tease at 
the gaps in Merleau-Ponty to show how his phenomenology needs tweaking to account for racism, sexism, 
homophobia, and (I will argue) disdain for the poor. Merleau-Ponty provides a rich phenomenological vocabulary 
that galvanizes us to see, as he puts it, “beneath” our commonsense ways of inhabiting the world. It is precisely 
the shared phenomenological field of this “beneath” that these two films can make apparent to us, showing us 
patterns or matrices of common experience that yet diverge along class (and other) lines of embodied orientation 
and lived inter-relations by means of the illusions and deceptions of something like the “virtual reality” of capitalist 
success, a success that is, indeed, a social form that births social norms. 
 
Marc Van Den Bossche, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium 
Social Imaginaries and the Decolonial Option 
The choice of the concept of social imaginaries as an approach to research has important epistemological and 
ontological consequences. The term is long known in political and cultural philosophy (Castoriadis 1987, Anderson 
1983, Appadurai 1996), but was updated more recently by Charles Taylor (2004). With the concept of social 
imaginaries Taylor wants to find an adequate formulation of how people imagine the society in which they live and 
work. The imaginary can be described as a generally shared moral conception of the ideal society. Morality is 
about what is morally right, but also about moral freedom of choice. What are people's expectations for 
themselves and for others, and what are the deeper normative notions and images that underlie them (Taylor 
2004)? An important dimension of the concept of social imaginaries is that this is more than a theory that is 
supposed to underlie social life. Social imaginaries are the common concept that enables common practices and a 
widely supported sense of legitimacy, says Taylor (2004). In this sense, a social imaginary is not a 'canon' of 
objective knowledge that characterizes a culture, but a set of ideas and ideals that are seen as meaningful and 
correct. I think it is important to recognize also the possible consequences of making imagination and social 
imagination central to the so-called decolonial turn. The ideas formulated above in short should be regarded as 
'internally Western'. The similarity with the critical work of decolonial thinkers such as Quijano (Quijano 2007), 
Grosfoguel (Grosfoguel 2007) and Mignolo (Mignolo 1995, 2000 and 2011) is nonetheless remarkable here. These 
decolonial thinkers recognize the value of this internal Western criticism, but at the same time consider it 
insufficient and inadequate because - with Mignolo's words - the dark side of modernity is not taken into account. 
For these thinkers, the pursuit of modernity is still accompanied by colonial violence, even after the end of 
colonialism. The place of the 'other' is only given a hierarchical interpretation that results in exclusion. The ‘other’ 
is confronted with the pretention of bringing about 'true' civilization. For Quijano this is characteristic of what he 
calls 'the colonial matrix of power', which also concerns our attitude towards nature and in gender issues (Quijano 
2007). In my analysis, the work of Mignolo is of utmost importance. The emphasis will be on how he exposes the 
hidden logic of the colonial attitude and imagination with a plea for decoloniality (Mignolo & Escobar 2010; 
Mignolo & Walsh 2018). The logic of the colonial attitude can also be found in the idea of cosmopolitanism as 
formulated by the Enlightenment philosopher Immanuel Kant, among others. His concept of cosmopolitanism also 
falls into the trap of supposed neutrality and universality. With Mignolo we will investigate whether a form of 
critical cosmopolitanism can be formulated. Mignolo replaces universality with diversality, which is a combination 
of universality and diversity. By assigning imagination a central role in how we arrive at a worldview, the ontology 
dominant in the West becomes just one possible imagination among others. Imagination thus becomes a critical 
tool that allows the pluriversality Mignolo advocates to take effect. 
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Melinda Campbell, National University, USA  
In Search of Meaning in Dreams and Art 
In line with current interests of phenomenologists, neurocognitive scientists, analytic philosophers, psychologists, 
and others in investigating dreaming and dream consciousness as a way of informing theories of perception, 
imagination, and hallucination, this paper attempts to carve a pathway to a broader understanding of the uniquely 
human ability to create meaning in the world. Dreams are a kind of experience comparable to waking perceptual 
experience. Both dreaming and waking life incorporate active, phenomenally rich, imaginative, and creative 
conscious (or quasi-conscious) mental states. Perhaps dreams get some of their content from an unconscious 
storehouse in the mind of ideas, images, memories, and so on, but dreams are not located there. They take place 
in the same “sensorium” through which we experience everyday perceptual life. But there is a tendency to 
radically distinguish, as Descartes notably struggled to do, waking from dream life; subjective experience of the 
external world can be verified on the basis of its regular and law-like connection to objective causes in the external 
world. Hence this part of our experience is seen as “real life.” But the (relatively) similar subjective experiences of 
the dream world have no such external “back-up” or law-governed causal connection. Hence, they are seen as 
hallucinatory or illusory experiences, unlike those we have when awake and fully aware. The underlying 
physiological and neurocognitive system that enables humans to have meaningful, remembered dreams is the 
same neural network that undergirds ordinary human cognitive and behavioral activity: the default mode network. 
The default network is the part of the brain (or of brain functioning) that, in waking life, “enables the cognitive 
processes that have a large role in supporting memory, imagination, and other forms of internally generated 
thought, including mind-wandering and daydreaming” (Domhoff, pp.2-3). Notably, the default network is what 
enables us to engage in simulation—a kind of cognitive activity that produces mental representations of imagined 
hypothetical situations—and this capacity of simulation, including embodied simulation, is what gives humans 
their superior ability to have foresight, to plan ahead, review possible actions and their consequences, and provide 
the data we need for good decision making. It is also the part of the brain that enables dreaming. Whenever we 
spin a story in our heads, make up imaginary characters and conversations, and envision how particular future 
scenarios might play out, it’s the default network that is in play. This capacity for mentally visualizing a scene, a 
situation, or a sequence of events through our powers of memory, imagination, and cognitive conceptualization is 
grounded in the same brain system that plays a key role in our capacity for creativity. The thesis proposed here is 
not so much concerned with the reductive identification of the objective causes (brain events, neural-network 
activation patterns, etc.) that generate dream perceptions and sensations; it is granted that dream experiences are 
not about the external world in the same sense as we take waking perceptions to be. What is up for inspection is 
how the subject is able to not only see and identify objects in the dream world, to feel sensations, hear sounds, 
smell odors, and so on, and also to move about and navigate a scene from a subjective point of view; beyond this, 
the dreaming subject exhibits the capacity for creative attribution of meaning to these phenomena. This suggests 
the hypothesis that the very same capacity, grounded in the default network, is in play when as artists or 
spectators, we attribute specific meaning in the sense of signification but also meaning in the sense of significance, 
beauty, harmony, aesthetic value, etc. to mere skeins or brush-loads of paint on canvas; textures and shapes in 
clay or marble; lines, symbols, and marks on paper, to digital arrays of pixels on electronic screens; and so on. Thus 
by exploring the nature and causal source of the human propensity to attribute, assign, and create meaning in 
dreams and in art, we can approach a more complete understanding of human nature as the creative source of 
meaning in the world. 
Domhoff, G. W. (2022). The neurocognitive theory of dreaming: The where, how, what, when, and why of dreams. 
Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press. 
 
Nicola Liberati, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China 
Digital intimacy in solitude: a postphenomenological study on intimacy through digital technologies in isolation 
such as forced quarantine or space travels. – online presentation 
Intimacy is a rising topic in the phenomenological discourse, which structures the generation of the subjects in 
how they perceive the world and how they live with others. However, the phenomenology research on intimacy 
does not consider the technologies used to achieve such a relationship with others. For this reason, the role of 
intimacy when the only relations with others possible are the ones that are intensely mediated by digital 
technologies like in isolation, quarantine, and space travel are not easily tackled and addressed by the research. At 
the same time, this element cannot be easily eluded since most of the world population has been isolated for long 
periods because of restrictions related to COVID regulations. Thus, addressing the type of subjectivity generated by 
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the technologies providing intimacy is important. For this reason, this presentation aims to present a way to look 
at the digital intimacy achieved through digital technologies to address how people are structured in their 
subjectivity during long isolation periods. This study opens the research more generally to the role of intimacy 
within isolation periods where digital technologies can be heavily used l such as space travels The presentation 
uses a phenomenological perspective rooted in authors such as Husserl, Sartre, and Haneima to tackle the 
constitution of intimacy and alterity and embodiment relations within postphenomenology to address the role of 
technologies that enable people to be in intimate relations through and with digital technologies. 
 
Obiageli Pauline Ohiagu, University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria 
The Role of Social Media in Agitation Discourses in Nigeria 
The rise of many groups with parochial interests has become prevalent in Nigeria. Most of the groups decry their 
marginalization in the affairs of the nation. Their agitations arising from poor sense of belonging and alleged 
violations of their human rights have resulted in the formation of various ethnic, political and religious sets such as 
the Indigenous People Of Biafra (IPOB), the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND), Boko 
Haram, the Fulani Herdsmen, etc. Cumulatively the result is a nation that is highly tensed with patches of violence 
erupting unpredictably in different parts of the country. Reflecting this national heated temperature with anxieties 
that cut across ethnicity, politics and religion, social media use in Nigeria as the contemporary mode of social 
interactions quickly became tools for propagating partisan ideologies of the emerging groups. This aligns with the 
theoretical beliefs of Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) that persons-in-conversation co-construct their 
own social realities and are simultaneously shaped by the worlds they create. Using a descriptive survey of 12 
social media users engaged in two focus group discussions, this study investigated the roles of social media in 
agitation discourses in Nigeria, as perceived by the 12 staff and students of the University of Port Harcourt who 
were conveniently selected. Findings revealed that due to social media campaigns in Nigeria many national issues 
have attracted government and people’s attention/involvement in the issues which resulted in solving such 
problems or cushioning their effects. Thus, social media channels, particularly Facebook and WhatsApp have been 
dysfunctional by heightening the agitations and heating the polity; yet they have positively contributed to the 
management of such tensions in the country. 
 
Olya Kudina, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands 
ChatGPT and the value of education: beyond the rhetoric of replacement - – online presentation 
Large Language Models (LLMs), such as ChatGPT or GPT-3 are often presented as a breakthrough in AI because of 
their ability to write convincing texts in a matter of seconds and when presented only with a short opening 
sentence. Some suggest that the use of LLMs can fasten and improve the writing of legal briefs, help forming more 
consumer-friendly chatbots, write creative and journalistic texts and ease the process of text comprehension. In 
philosophy specifically, there are concerns about LLMs displacing the opportunities for critical reasoning through 
the act of writing and the consequent educational challenges in this regard. In this paper, I explore the critical 
appropriation of GPT3-like technologies in the educational domain, with the area of philosophy as a contextual 
background. Theoretically, I will follow a lens of technologically induced value change to identify the relation 
between the value of education and LLMs (i.e., value dynamism, adaption and emergence). The paper will also 
dive into a case study of using the models of GPT3 and ChatGPT in philosophy-related classes. Building on the 
theoretical framework of value change and the analysis of the case study, I will sketch an overview of the concerns 
and opportunities for the educational context, as well as suggest several ways of how to approach GPT3 in 
education from a perspective of human-AI collaboration rather than one replacing the other. 
 
 
Peter Weise, Shanghai Jiaotong University Joint Institute, China 
The Logic of Finance and Newtonian Vibration in David Hartley's /Observations on Man/ – online presentation 
 Theodor Adorno’s critical denunciation of Edmund Husserl’s phenomenology was shocking to Maurice Merleau-
Ponty. Adorno argues that Husserl’s time-consciousness, with all its aspirations to a general human condition, is a 
form of bourgeois interiority. Is phenomenological time-consciousness a product of a society increasingly 
organized around the commodity-form, or does it offer a way of thinking critically in living in such a world with a 
vast array of medial possibilities? This paper turns to David Hartley’s Observations on Man (1749) to address this 
question at an early moment in the development of theories of time-consciousness. As William James notes in his 
Principles of Psychology (1890), Hartley uses “cerebral physiology” to address the question, “How does a man 
come, after having the thought of A, to have the thought of B the next moment?” Most studies of Hartley’s 
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Observations explain it as a form of empirical philosophy, comparable to that of John Locke or David Hume. My 
argument seeks to show that even before Husserl, Adorno, and Merleau-Ponty, time-consciousness is 
Ambivalently positioned between an unstable flow of media and an economic mode of being. Hartley’s theory of 
media depends on Newton’s idea of an “ætherial vibrating medium,” one that Hartley claims can guarantee the 
“increase” of the words in a language in a way that “somewhat resembles” the increase of “interest upon 
interest.” I hope that this paper can contribute to constructing a longer history of the relationship between 
phenomenology and economics. 
 
Ping Yang. Millersville University of Pennsylvania, USA 
Depression, Affect, and Racial Embodiment: A Critical Analysis of Asian American Food on Media 
One cultural phenomenon that has long been providing pleasure for human beings is food. It is at the heart of 
human experience. Food has been studied in close relationships to cultural heritage, behaviors, acculturation, and 
health (Yao, 2018; Abas, 2019; Ivanic, 2016). As a significant component of culture, what we eat, when we eat, 
under what circumstances we eat, different choices of food, various ways of cooking, and our relationships with 
food are all associated with cultural traditions, affections, histories, and identities. In America, ethnic food is 
commodified as a way for pleasure, but also serves as playground where members of the dominating races and 
classes affirm their power over ethnic others. When we think of Asian American food, what status quo does it 
have, compared to the “American food”? In televisions and films, people tend to see how characters in depression 
and loneliness tend to order Asian food. It is important to explore how race, ethnicity, and gender are 
interconnected with food behaviors when people of the dominant groups consume Asian food. This paper takes a 
critical approach in examining how Asian American food has been portrayed in media to reveal the complex 
meanings of food and how it is being racialized and politicized. Based on the affect theory and critical theory, it 
analyzes how race is lived in ethnic food, as it provides hegemonic opportunities for eating “the others” and offers 
possibilities of asserting power and privilege of the dominant race as a consumption behavior in media. 
References 
Abas, S. (2019). Cosmopolitanism in ethnic foodscapes: A geosemiotic, social literacies view of restaurants in 
Bloomington, Indiana. Linguistic Landscape, 5(1), 52–79. 
Ivanic, A. S. (2016). To choose (not) to eat healthy: Social norms, self-affirmation, and food choice. Psychology & 
Marketing, 33(8), 595–607. 
Yao, M. (2018). Re-orientation: Confronting Asian America via the steamed pork bun. At the Interface/Proving the 
Boundaries, 97, 7-29. 
 
Rita Niineste, University of Tallin, Estonia 
Thinking by the Body: On the Intersubjectivity of Sexual Experiences 
On the one hand, sexuality is still a sphere of bodily experience that is held to be private and relatively hidden from 
public view. On the other hand, and according to the phenomenological view, all experiences, sexual ones 
included, are constituted intersubjectively, i.e. they are shaped and influenced by the larger we-communities to 
which we all belong as social beings, characterised by "thinking in common, thinking by the body of the people" (V. 
Woolf). In the sphere of sexuality, most of this "thinking in common" nowadays takes place through media and 
film. Within this context, I am interested in the role of cultural representation in the validation process of sexual 
experiences. I argue that sexual experiences are validated differently from other types of experience as both of our 
main channels of intersubjective validation – physical co-presence and verbal communication – are greatly 
hampered when it comes to sexual situations. In making decisions about whether we should consider our sexual 
feelings, perceptions and expressions of love valid and adequate, we compare them not to other people's 
experiences (as we do not have access to these) but to how these feelings, perceptions and expressions are 
represented in literature, art, and especially film and other audio-visual media. Therefore, it makes a fundamental 
difference whether these experiences are represented from the point of view of male, female or intersex body, a 
homosexual or heterosexual body, etc. It also helps explain the peculiarly strong influence of cultural 
representation on our sexual lives. 
 
Stacey O. Irwin, Millersville University of Pennsylvania, USA 
Game On: A Reflection on Gamification 
Gamification and the technological and embodied intertwining it facilitates, is an important one to consider from a 
postphenomenological perspective (Ihde 1990, 2002, Irwin 2005, 2016). From making learning fun, to passing time, 
to potentially shifting cultural dynamics and political landscapes, gamification can be considered for more than 
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meets the eye (Obrega 2022). Through time and across countries, anthropologists have tracked artifacts, art, 
illustration, and letters that testify to the fact that humans not only play games, but they also love to play games. 
Dutch Historian Johan Huizinga’s text Homo Ludens: The Study of the Play Element in Culture (1944) delves deep 
into the history of play, sharing that play is a social construction and a cultural factor of life (4). Apostolos Spanos, 
in his book Games of History: Games and Gaming as Historical Sources (2021), explains that “It is difficult to find a 
historical entity (be it a civilization, a culture of a society) which does not include playing games in its main 
activities.” The paper will explore the concept of gamification as a phenomenon, as well as some variations that 
derive from the a postphenomenological rendering 
 
Stanley Kranc, University of South Florida, USA  
Knowing the way but stuck in traffic: a postphenomenological investigation 
The prevalent demand for efficient, long-distance travel by automobile culminates in the construction of public 
roadways. Under the skillful control of drivers, cars interact causally with the pavement (by tire friction) to follow 
the course of the road at an appropriate speed. But what about experiences common for any driver—not only with 
the road but participating in traffic? Here is an instance of technological mediation: the roadway artifact, 
functioning as a medium, similar to the materiality of a theatrical stage that enables a performance. The 
constitution of a participant-driver causally engaged with the roadway while simultaneously interacting with other 
cars close by suggests the opportunity for a postphenomenological case study. First-person situation “on the road” 
entails accepting constraints—a reduction in autonomy and perceptual field—in exchange for greatly expanded 
travel opportunities. Technological mediation by the roadway requires no detailed internal representation of the 
entire trip, however. This cognitive task of navigation is embodied: the driver participates by interplay of action 
and perception, continuously changing speed to maintain safe separation from adjacent cars. Thus, individual 
driving behavior modifies the local traffic conditions while simultaneously and reflexively changing the participant 
situation. Consequently, for the local cohort of drivers a kind of social or distributed cognition emerges from this 
collective interaction. Significantly, the goals of the individual drivers (rapid transit) are not identical with societal 
goals for the roadway (optimal flow for traffic). In some circumstances this conflict can result in traffic jams—
interpreted as a failure mode for technological mediation. The tightly-coupled and dynamic nature of traffic 
interaction can be analyzed by modeling: adopting a third-person perspective, informed by observations of driving 
behavior and traffic patterns to identify conditions necessary to produce efficient traffic environments, while 
minimizing instabilities. Further implications for embodied cognition resulting from such modeling studies are 
considered. 
 
Wenwu Ma, Dalian University of Technology, China 
Can We Consider a Machine as A Subject of Responsibility？——A Study in the Relationship of Human and 
Machine - – online presentation 
 “Machine learning” not only provides technical support for the autonomous decision of machines, but also 
restructures the relationship between humans and machines. However, the ensuing problem is that it is difficult to 
determine who should take responsibility for the autonomous decision of machines. This leads to the ambiguous 
problem of responsibility subjects in the relationship of humans and machines currently. The feasible solution to 
this problem is to start with its concrete performance at the phenomenon level. By analyzing the reasons behind 
these descriptive phenomena, we find that: In the relationship of humans and machines, neither designers nor 
users can fully control the autonomous decision of machines currently. However, it is still not an appropriate 
choice to let machines take responsibility instead of humans. Instead, we should solve the control problem 
between humans and machines and realize the meaningful control of humans over machines. 
 
William Hanff, University of District of Columbia, USA 
Digital Leapfrogging: Postphenomenological Insights in Digital Tool Use & Media Artifacts in Emerging 
Economies and Subcultures 
What can embodiment relations and material hermeneutics bring to the study of practical digital media tools 
(production, distribution and social networks) by emerging economies and cultures? Combining research in 
postphenomenology, media archeology, digital rhetoric and postcolonial theory, this research seeks to probe how 
individuals, subcultures and developing countries can 'leapfrog' from an essentially preliterate/oral culture directly 
into a postliterate/mediated culture without the laboratory-style science and mass-produced technology which 
created these digital tools and techniques. From Catherine Hasse’s ideas of cultural learning, perception and the 
‘ultra social’; through Herbert Dreyfus’ ideas of human intuition, Jussi Parikka’s ideas of media archeology; and 
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finally Verbeek & Ihde’s concepts of embodiment relations—individual pieces of technology and artifacts will be 
explored as case studies. Examples include charting how entire cultures (including subcultures) skip 19th and 20th 
century industrial/broadcasting phases of technological change and emerge directly into a disintermediated 
networked culture. (e.g., pop culture artifacts/gadgets, AI learning, 'social credit' systems, postmodern cargo 
cults/memes, Afrofuturism, and retro cyberpunk fantasies). From the perspective of apparatus theory and media 
archeology, extrapolations can be drawn between posthuman learning and postcolonial practices by both digital 
countercultures and indigenous peoples creating and evolving a new, emerging lifeworld and potentially post-
western technocultures. 
 
Wolfgang Suetzl, Ohio University, USA 
Happy, anxious, angry: a phenomenological analysis of mood playlists 
This contribution attempts a phenomenological analysis of digital music playlists themed around moods such as 
anger, anxiety, joy, romance, etc. Playlists affirm such moods by rendering them natural, safe, and exchangeable. 
The paper performs this analysis through a comparison of Günther Anders’ and Martin Heidegger’s philosophical 
take on affect: Heidegger’s existential-ontological concept of attunement (Stimmung) laid out in Being and Time, 
and Anders’ attempt of a historical theory of feelings. Both these philosophies are compared to each other and 
brought to bear on the musical experience of playlists. Anders, a student as well as critic of Heidegger, published 
his essay “On the Pseudo-Concreteness of Heidegger’s Philosophy,” a first extensive critique of Being and Time, in 
1948, while he was also working on his Notizen zur Geschichte des Fühlens (notes on the history of feelings). 
References to feelings (e.g., Promethean shame) figure prominently in Anders’ philosophical vocabulary, but such 
feelings—contrary to the “concreteness” he claims as an anti-Heideggerian feature of his own thought—are rarely 
presented as his own: instead, Anders views their legitimacy as resulting from their historical relevance. Can they 
“seduce contemporaries to insights or even to right action?”, Anders asks, while fearing that a personal 
acknowledgement of feelings would amount to “poking around in one’s inner depths,” “unseemly” and “frivolous” 
(ungehörig und albern) in the face of the gravity of historical events (Lieben Gestern, p. 8). In his diaries and 
letters, too, Anders is careful to avoid emotional experiences that might fail the mark of historical significance, and 
even the pain of forced emigration is talked about in the generalized terms of his generation rather than his own, 
clearly privileging the historical over the personal realm of emotions. This de-personalized notion of emotions, 
while attempting to be against Heidegger, has is structurally similar to Heidegger’s ontological notion of 
attunement, a purely ontological notion of affect that conditions any personal or historical possibility of affect. 
The paper seeks to show how both these philosophies can be utilized in phenomenological descriptions of the 
mood playlist experience, while sharing several limitations resulting from their dim view of popular culture. 
Anders, Günther. Die Antiquiertheit Des Menschen. Über die Seele im Zeitalter der zweiten industriellen 
Revolution. Vol. 1. Munich: Beck, 1994 (1956). 
Anders, Günther. Der Emigrant. Munich: Beck, 2021. 
Anders, Günther. Lieben Gestern. Munich: Beck, 1986. 
Anders, Günther. Tagesnotizen. Munich: Beck, 2006. 
Anders, Günther. Über Heidegger. Munich: Beck, 2001. 
Arendt, Hannah, and Günther Anders. Schreib doch mal hard facts über dich. Briefe 1939 - 1975. Munich: Piper, 
2018. 
Bischof, Günther, Jason Dawson, and Bernhard Fetz, eds. The Life and Work of Günther Anders. Innsbruck: 
Studienverlag, 2014. 
Eldred, Michael. The Digital Cast of Being. Frankfurt: Ontos, 2009. 
Kim, Hye Young. “Phenomenology of Digital Ontology.” Glimpse 17 (2016): 44-49. 
Müller, Christopher John. “Introduction to Günther Anders’ 'The Obsolescence of Privacy".” CounterText 3, no. 1 
(2017): 13–19. https://doi.org/10.3366/count.2017.0072. 
Stern-Anders, Guenther. “On the Pseudo-Concreteness of Heidegger’s Philosophy.” Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research 8, no. 3 (1948): 337–71. 
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